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Agenda DroefMeeting Tuesday June 25, 2019 
20:15 @ Common Barrack12 

1) Opening, announcements 
a. Note that caretaker Eugéne will not join this meeting. He will be there next meeting though. 
b. To smoothen the meeting, we indicate at each (sub)point the goal or goals:  

 Decision taking : We want to take a concrete decision, if possible by consensus, otherwise by voting 
where one meeting participant  is one vote; 

 Informing, top-down information or a plain question; 
 Opinion exploring, to share ideas, thoughts opinions whatsoever, without the need to take a 

decision yet. 
Note that the “Decision making on community level” group is currently working on a more advanced 
system of discussion and taking decisions. 

 

2) Previous minutes  

     see https://www.droevendaal.nl/practical/useful-stuff/droevendaal-meetings/ > 2019/2/5 
 

3)  Common Barrack 

Note that the Common Barrack Committee (CBC) is an official legal body, registered at the Chamber of Commerce [in this 
case as an  association] . Therefore, we as Droevendaal have to officially vote for new board members. The same is true 
for the Daily Living Council, see later. 

a.  Jonathan (89) would like to replace Janina as treasurer . Do we approve? (Goal: Decision) 
b. Robin (81) would like to stop as chair after 2 years of hard work. What does this function mean, and: any 

volunteer to replace him? (Informing, perhaps decision.) 
c.  The small shed between the CB and 71 contains at the northside3  among others a stage, a big tent etc.  The 

CBC, although formally responsible, has no full control what happens; sometimes things get broken, or just get 
lost, such as for example the long ladder. What do we want with this situation? Options would be (opinion, 
perhaps decision): 

i.  Leave it as it is; 
ii.  Place an internal wall between the southside (accessible by everybody) and the  northside  

 (only accessible with a CB key); 
iii.  Form a separate group taking care of this part of the shed, or perhaps of the whole shed.  

  We can ask Idealis for a separate key. 
iv.  Anything else... ? 

d. Following the previous point: is there a wish to buy a new long ladder4 for general use  
         on Droevendaal? (Decision) 

e.  The brown piano will be thrown away, does somebody wants it? (Informing) 
 

  

                                                 
1 There will be some food  
2 As always: if you cannot be there, but do have an opinion about anything, please send your thoughts to mayor@droevendaal.nl of 
share them in the Telegramgroup, or on Facebook 
3 The southside of the shed holds the blue waggon and some tools for the cleaning team, but that is another discussion 
4 Prices range from € 100 – €250. We can easily afford it. 
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4) Daily Living Council  

a. Max (67) would like to become our secretary (currently there is none). Do we agree? (Decision) 
b. As Droevendaal, we can spend some money. Let’s evaluate the corresponding guidelines and amount 

(Informing, Opinion): 

 
c.  Our treasurer could use some help from somebody precise to turn a pile of bills into a spreadsheet with an 

overview of the past finances. And even more, perhaps somebody wants to become the new treasurer? 
(Informing, perhaps decision) 

d. We have a proposal to start (and partly thus finance) an ACT project "Sustainability on student household level: 
Droevendaal Barracks". See appendix t at the end of this document. Do we approve this, or perhaps others first 
want to create another proposals to compare?  (Opinion, perhaps decision) 

5)  Decision taking on community level group 

This group has worked some things out, but needs some fresh members. They also propose to use the “possible 
extension of the books-and-clothes-give-away-shop” as test case. (Informing) 

6)   Proposal: Four Droef meetings a year, on fixed moments 

There seems to be a need for more, and better planned, DroefMeetings. For example:  halfway September, with 
Eugene; end of December, without Eugene; halfway March, with Eugene; and end of June, if possible the same week as 
the DroefGathering, without Eugene. (opinion, if possible decision). 

  

Guidelines General Droef Money aka money related to DLC: 
- Meant to smoothen processes on Droevendaal. 

Examples:  snacks for meetings, welcome package components, lunch for greenworkday, woodchipper rent, 
website hosting 

- To buy and maintain tools, as long as there is a clear, long term responsibility involved. 
Examples: big grassmowers, saws for Greengroup, bushcutter (currently broken), blue waggon repairs, 
projector. 

- To support activities for general benefit, but no parties. 
- Compensates for real costs but not for time; costs should be proven by bills, also for legal reasons. 
- Unlike student households, spending as little as possible is not a goal in itself. About € 3,500 is a nice upper limit. 
- There should be € 1,000 available in case we need urgent juridical support 

Example:  Idealis asks municipality permission to build something on the field, and we want to fight that. 

In numbers: 
 There is a steady income of € 100 per month; this is paid by everybody via the Idealis servicecosts 
 At this moment, we own about € 3,000.   
 Roughly, we spend between €500 and €2,000 a year. There is no precise overview yet. 
 Note that this stock of money is not related to the money owned by the CBC, the VOKO team, or the money stock 

belonging with the DroefGathering 
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7) Droef Gathering 

a. How was it for the organisers? (Informing) 
b. Ideas  or suggestions for next year? (Opinion, perhaps decision). 

Do we for example need a protocol to choose a date and organising team? 
c. How to deal with Droef Gathering Money? (Opinion, perhaps decision) 

More about Droef Gathering Money 
When we decided to stop with the September Droeffest, which was quite a big festival, the remaining money was put in 
a separate stock. It is currently about €1,400. There are no guidelines defined yet how to use this money.  
Proposal 1: The money can be used to start things up, but the intention should be to play even. 
Proposal 2: The money can be used to start things up, but the intention should be to create a (modest) profit to be used 
for other community things. 
Proposal 3: Let’s have, for the coming 7 years, a budget of €200 a year max. for the Droef Gathering (or something 
similar), to be used to cover real expenses. 7 years is a long time in the future. 
Proposal ∞ : Anything else? 

 

8) Update Living Lab Droevendaal / new barrack on the field  
(Informing, eventual opinion) 

9) Droevendaal sound system 

(Informing, eventual opinion) 

10) Question round & brief update other groups5 (Greengroup, Cleaning team, 
website, Books-and-clothes-give-away-shop, etc etc), closure 

 

 

&---------------------------------------------------------------------------& 

Appendix 

PROPOSAL: ACT project "Sustainability on student household level: Droevendaal Barracks" 
We propose that we, as Droevendaal, initialise an WUR ACT project as described below, in ACT language. The total costs might be 
500€ maximal, this is in the ACT rules (and only the real costs have to be paid). We propose to spent 250€ from the general 
Droevendaal budget (=the money managed by the Daily Living Council)  and ask Idealis to sponsor the other half, referring to the 
Idealis initiative fund (see more below). But it remains our initiative. 
 
Possible decisions:  
1) Reject ; 2) Accept ; 3) Accept with minor changes ;  4) Make bigger changes and re-propose 
 
                                                 
5 To smoothen the meeting, please prepare as good as possible if you want to say something. 
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Title-case Sustainability on student household level: Droevendaal Barracks 

Commissioner-
brief 

Droevendaal Daily Living Council / Dagelijks Woonbestuur Droevendaal 

Description of the 
assignment 

We expect the consultancy team to come up with ideas to save water and energy (especially gas), 
by changing behaviour and awareness on corridor level, on short term but lasting long term. Those 
ideas should be presented in an easy accessible way, both for current as well as future 
Droevendalers. If desired, we can grant the team access to a part of our website 
(www.droevendaal.nl), where text, pictures, podcasts, videos etc. can be placed. Alternative 
suggestions about communication channels are also welcome. A report is nice for the long term 
memory, could explain the background and eventual quantification of the proposed ideas, and is 
perhaps necessary within the WUR/ACT context, but should not be considered the main output.  
If time allows, real world testing of some of the ideas  would be great. 

Background The need to save gas, water and electricity is obvious in the current timeframe. On Droevendaal, 
the use of each 6-persons student household (a ‘corridor’, also called a ‘barrack’ or a `house’) is 
measured on a yearly basis. It appears that, although the houses are physically identical, the actual 
use is not. For example, the gas use per barrack ranged in 2018 from 1403 to 2671 m3.  
For landlord Idealis, sustainability is important but they indicated that their sustainability efforts  
and related investments are focussed on new construction projects rather than on improving 
existing buildings such as the Droevendaal barracks -- there are no physical improvements to be 
expected within the coming years. So, as responsible world-inhabitants and Droevendaal citizens, 
we want to be seduced to pick the low-hanging fruit related to saving water and energy (especially 
gas) by changing our attitude and behaviour. A part of that seducion might be quantification of 
savings (in CO2 equivalents  and/or in €). 
We are looking for compelling ideas that can be easily implemented (and eventually financed) on 
corridor level, that take into account the social dynamics of Droevendaal corridor life, that fit into 
the diversity of Droevendaal as a student community, and that need no or little effort from outside 
the corridor (so: no contests that need a lot of external organisation). Proposed ideas can include 
the obvious, such as lowering the heating, switch off unused lights and take shorter showers, but 
we are also interested in more sophisticated issues such as (meant as examples): using a high 
pressure cooker, cooking together vs. cooking separately, combining laundry,  using an induction 
cooker, best rate of ventilating a heated room (in relation to air moisture), re-using water used for 
cleaning vegetables etc etc.  

Literature https://www.droevendaal.nl/energy-water/gas-water-and-electricity-consumption-2018/ 

Confidential YES, regarding personal information 

Required 
expertise 

We assume that a balanced team includes consumer behaviour, group behaviour, communication 
and household technology related skills.  
At least one team member that already feels comfortable with maintaining a Wordpress website 
would be nice, but this is not necessary (and depends on the proposed ideas anyway).   
Also nice but not necessary, would be at least one Dutch-speaking team member, as some 
information might be available in Dutch only. 

 

Extra funds, from 
https://www.idealis.nl/en/knowledge-base/question/#/node/1622

 


